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India, Pakistan crank up war of 
words over Kashmir bombing

‘Don’t mess with Pakistan,’ army spokesman warns
NEW DELHI: India will use “all instruments at its com-
mand” to respond to Pakistan over its alleged role in a
deadly bombing in Kashmir, a government minister said on
Friday, hours after Islamabad warned it would respond
with “full force” if attacked. Tensions between the nuclear-
armed neighbors have escalated since a suicide car bomb
in the disputed region of Kashmir killed 40 Indian security
personnel. Pakistan-based militant group Jaish-e-
Mohammed claimed responsibility for the attack.

Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who faces a
general election by May, has said he has given a free hand
to security forces to avenge the killings in Kashmir. “India
will exercise all instruments at its command, whether it is
diplomatic or otherwise,” Finance Minister Arun Jaitley
said in New Delhi. “India has all options. You need not
exhaust all options on day one. This is not a one-week bat-
tle. It’s to be undertaken in various forms.”

Referring to Islamabad’s alleged support for Islamist
militant groups, he added, “I think Pakistan is riding a tiger
on this issue, and a tiger never spares its own rider.”
Pakistan said on Friday it had seized Jaish’s headquarters in
a southern district of Punjab province bordering India.
Jaish, a jihadist group that seeks the independence of all of
Kashmir from India, has offices and infrastructure in
Pakistan where its leader, Maulana Masood Azhar, is based.

Authorities had taken over Jaish’s headquarters in
Bahawalpur and appointed an administrator to look after
its affairs, a government statement said. It said the head-
quarters and an attached seminary has 600 students and
70 teachers. India’s top military commander in Kashmir
has alleged that Pakistan’s main Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI) spy agency was involved in the attack. “We have no
intention to initiate war, but we will respond with full force
to (a) full spectrum threat that would surprise you,”

Pakistani army spokesman Major General Asif Ghafoor
told reporters in the garrison city of Rawalpindi. “Don’t
mess with Pakistan.”

Offer of dialogue
Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan urged India on

Wednesday to share any actionable evidence about the
bombing, offering full cooperation in investigating it. He
also offered talks with India on all issues, including terror-
ism, which India has always sought as a prerequisite to any
dialogue between the south Asian arch-rivals. India and
Pakistan have fought two wars since independence in 1947
over divided Kashmir, all of whose territory is claimed by
both countries. 

“Kashmir is a regional issue,” Ghafoor said. “Let us talk
about it. Let us resolve it.” On Friday, the Board of Control
for Cricket in India (BCCI) said it has written to the game’s
governing body urging the cricket community to sever ties
with any nation from which “terrorism emanates”. The
neighbors, who have not hosted a cricket series between
them since 2013 due to political tensions, are set to clash
in one of the most anticipated matches of the May 30-July
14 World Cup in England and Wales. 

India accuses Pakistani Islamist militant groups of infil-
trating its part of mountainous Kashmir to fuel an insur-
gency and help local separatist movements. The United
States and India allege that the Pakistani army nurtures the
militants to use them as foreign policy tools to expand
Islamabad’s sway in India and Afghanistan. The army
denies this.

One such group is Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), which India
blamed for a wave of attacks in Mumbai in 2008 which
killed 166 people, saying its founder, Hafiz Saeed, was the
mastermind. The United States has offered a $10 million

reward for information leading to his conviction over the
Mumbai attacks. Pakistan has put him under house arrest
several times and banned his groups, Jamaat-ud-Dawa

(JuD) and Falah-e-Insaniat Foundation (FIF). But Saeed
remains free, able to roam around Pakistan, make public
speeches and deliver sermons. — Reuters

CHAKOTHI, Pakistan: Local residents remove things from a bunker in the border town of Chakothi in Pakistan-
administered Kashmir, some 3 km from Line of Control (LoC). Bunkers are being rebuilt and a blackout has been
ordered, but schools and bazaars remained open in Chakothi, a border village in Pakistani-held Kashmir, after a
deadly attack sent tensions with neighbouring India soaring. — AFP 

Hidden chemical
‘bomb’ found in
devastation 
of Dhaka fire
DHAKA: Mass funerals were held Friday for
victims of a devastating fire in Dhaka-fuelled
by illegally stored chemicals-that killed near-
ly 70 people, as investigators revealed that
an even bigger disaster was narrowly avoid-
ed. Hundreds of chemical drums were found
in the basement of one of five blocks
engulfed by the inferno in the Bangladesh
capital’s historic Chawkbazar district.

“A huge bomb” would have gone off had
the fire spread to the basement, according to
Mehedi Hasan Ansary, a professor at an elite
engineering university who is a member of

an official probe committee. “The impact
would have been devastating,” he said. City
authorities said 46 bodies from a disaster
that saw victims burned alive by fireballs in
the street have been identified and handed
over to families for burial. Many were from
Noakhali district in southwest Bangladesh,
where funerals were quickly organized in line
with Muslim tradition.

Special prayers were also said at Friday
prayers in mosques across the country. Police
forensic experts were brought in to carry out
DNA tests on at least 21 other bodies burned
beyond recognition. The discovery of the
huge consignment of drums raised new fears
about the extent of the deadly danger in
storerooms across the labyrinthine
Chawkbazar district. “We were just lucky,”
said national fire chief Ali Ahmed. “The whole
neighborhood would have been engulfed if
the fire had reached the chemicals in the
basement. It would have been like a bomb
and the building would have collapsed,”
Ahmed told AFP. The fire is believed to have

been started late Wednesday by a gas cylin-
der explosion which quickly spread to at
least five buildings. Victims were burned alive
by exploding canisters that sent fireballs into
the streets, smothering people in flames as
they walked, rode in rickshaws or ate in local
restaurants. Dozens were injured, including
nine listed in critical condition.

The disaster was a repeat of a June 2010
fire in the nearby neighbourhood of Nimtoli
in which 123 people were killed. Again a
blaze ripped through residential buildings
that doubled as chemical warehouses.  While
a criminal inquiry has been launched, author-
ities faced difficult questions over why action
promised after the Nimtoli disaster was not
carried out. Dhaka Mayor Sayeed Khokon
vowed to launch a new crackdown and move
chemical warehouses from residential build-
ings to an industrial area outside the capital.
“We will sit with law enforcement agencies,
do our homework and then launch the drive,”
he told AFP, promising to start the crack-
down by next month. — AFP

Warning issued
over attacks 
on internet 
infrastructure
SAN FRANCISCO: Key parts of the internet
infrastructure face large-scale attacks that
threaten the global system of web traffic, the
internet’s address keeper warned Friday. The
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN) declared after an
emergency meeting “an ongoing and signifi-
cant risk” to key parts of the infrastructure
that affects the domains on which websites
reside. “They are going after the internet
infrastructure itself,” ICANN chief technolo-
gy officer David Conrad told AFP. “There
have been targeted attacks in the past, but
nothing like this.”

The attacks date back as far as 2017 but
have sparked growing concerns from securi-
ty researchers in recent weeks, which
prompted the special meeting of ICANN.
The malicious activity targets the Domain
Name System or DNS which routes traffic to
intended online destinations. ICANN spe-
cialists and others say these attacks have a
potential to snoop on data along the way,
sneakily send the traffic elsewhere or enable
the attackers to impersonate or “spoof” criti-
cal websites.

“There isn’t a single tool to address this,”
Conrad said, as ICANN called for an overall
hardening of web defenses. US authorities
issued a similar warning last month about the

DNS attacks. “This is roughly equivalent to
someone lying to the post office about your
address, checking your mail, and then hand
delivering it to your mailbox,” the US
Department of Homeland Security said in a
recent cybersecurity alert. “Lots of harmful
things could be done to you (or the senders)
depending on the content of that mail.”

Middle East targets
DNSpionage attacks might date back to at

least 2017, according to FireEye senior man-
ager of cyber espionage analysis Ben Read.
The list of targets included website registrars
and internet service providers, particularly in
the Middle East. “We’ve seen primarily tar-
geting of email names and passwords,” Read
said of what is being dubbed “DNSpionage.”
“There is evidence that it is coming out of
Iran and being done in support of Iran.”

ICANN held an emergency meeting and is
putting out word to website and online traffic
handlers to ramp up security or leave users
vulnerable to being tricked into trusting the
wrong online venues. DNSpionage hackers
appeared intent on stealing account creden-
tials, such as email passwords, in Lebanon
and the United Arab Emirates, according to
Crowdstrike cyber security firm vice presi-
dent of intelligence Adam Meyers.

Similar attacks took place in Europe and
other parts of the Middle East, with targets
including governments, intelligence services,
police, airlines, and the oil industry, cyberse-
curity specialists said.  

“You definitely need knowledge of how
the internet works you and have to handle a
lot of traffic being directed to you,” Meyers
said of the DNSpionage hackers. “With that
access, they could temporarily break portions
of how the internet works. They chose to
intercept and spy on folks.”— AFP

Employers urged
to stop asking
women about
marriage, babies
KUALA LUMPUR: Chinese authorities have
urged employers not to ask women about
their marital status or childbearing plans in
job interviews, in the latest step to tackle
discrimination at work and boost female par-
ticipation in the labor force. Women’s rights

campaigners have highlighted what they
called widespread sexism in recruitment
among Chinese firms, which routinely favors
men or specifically bars women applicants.

In a notice, nine government agencies,
including the education and human
resources ministries, said gender bias is not
allowed when it comes to hiring. This
includes refusing to hire women or restrict-
ing their employment due to gender, or ask-
ing them about their marital or childbearing
status. Pregnancy tests as part of the recruit-
ment process is also barred. 

“Gender equality is our country’s funda-
mental policy,” said the notice posted on
a government  websi te  on Thursday.
“Promoting equal employment for women

would help to enhance their wider partici-
pation in social and economic activities,”
it added.

China, the world’s second largest econo-
my, has one of Asia’s highest rates of female
participation in workforce but that has
declined in recent years and the government
is keen to keep women at work as its popu-
lation ages rapidly. 

About 61 percent of women aged 15 and
above were in work in 2018, compared to
73 percent in 1990, World Bank data shows.
In the wake of the global #MeToo move-
ment last year, Chinese women have spoken
out against sexual harassment in schools
and the workplace, and the need for more
robust rights. — Reuters


